PROFILES IN EXCELLENCE 2015
Jan L: Forty Years of Putting Together Vacuums
and Vacuum/Drill Systems that Last a Practice Life
By Bruce Levinson
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Why bother with foreign companies with suspect commitment to
podiatry, and their off- shore products that have weak vacuums, toy
slip chuck handpieces, and poor
service, when you can buy U.S. Jan
L Inc. sells 7 different Nail Dust Extractor Models, one for every budget and practice style, designed,
serviced and assembled in Mount
Holly, NJ. We’ve been putting together vacuums and vacuum/drill
systems that last a practice life for the past 40 years, and
we’re good at it! Visit www.janlinc.com to see our Model
100 A that will adapt to existing drills, our new SmartPro
Vacuum File with integrated hose and cord, our portable
Micro Vacuum, and our HEPA filtered 500 B that utilizes an FDA-listed filter that’s
independently
documented
to capture particles as small
as .02 micron,
with 99.999%
efficiency. As
needed, the
500 B can be
produced with
an autoclavable
E-type nose
cone that is also FDA-listed. There is nothing else like
the 500 B! With regard to vacuum systems, we have
seen many companies with inflated claims come and go,
sticking customers with product that cannot be serviced.
Save money by making the right
choice the first time, not the second. Choose Jan L Inc.
We also supply 6 different electric drill systems, each with twist
ring chucking. This chucking mimics surgical designs that properly
secure burs. No cheap slip chucks
that can release burs during use.
Five of these systems are plug in
types, and several provide for different handpiece choices. When
required, our E-type handpiece utilizes an FDA- cleared nose cone.
If electric power is not available,
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our Mystisa is a powerful batteryoperated unit providing 10 hours
of continuous use. The Mystisa can
also run from wall current when
the battery is low. Be careful what
battery drill you purchase in this
market. There are several Mystisa
knockoffs sold by larger distributors that feature plastic handpieces, mechanical components of low
quality, and older NiCad battery
technology that will not stand the
test of time. All of our drill systems
are serviced by Jan L Inc. technicians who understand them inside and out. Unlike other
companies, our salesmen are also our technicians, allowing us to provide purchasers with tremendous product detail and technical assistance!

Our salesmen are
also our technicians, allowing us
to provide purchasers
with tremendous product detail
and technical assistance.
Jan L Inc. also supplies a large selection of burs with
an FDA 510(k) regulation number of 878.4820. See them
all at www.janlinc.com.
In our effort to offer a more complete line of quality
product at great values, Jan L Inc. now sells three brands
of podiatry chairs, Quality Plus brand hand instruments
which adhere to the Inox Stainless Standard (no more
mystery alloys), autoclaves (call for
models and pricing), pre-fabricated
orthotics sold only to podiatrists and
produced in Europe to very high material and fabrication standards at
reasonable prices, affordable readyto assemble cabinetry, digital x-rays,
dopplers, ultrasounds, and more.
Leasing is available. Give us a call,
let us know what you want, and
we will put a package together for
you.
For more information visit
janlinc.com, call 609-261-1133 or
click here.
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